
Take your enterprise to the next level 
with Google Chrome Enterprise

Companies are rapidly moving to the cloud. The rise in SaaS 
adoption has brought with it a new breed of worker–the cloud 
worker–someone who is productive from any location, on any 
device, accessing business apps via the cloud, and spending 3+ 
hours a day in their browser. 

The average employee 

now uses 22 cloud-

based apps and 3 

devices as part of their 

job1, and 94% work 

while commuting  

or at home2. 

Connect your employees to the cloud with Acer and Chrome Enterprise

Acer’s two new enterprise-class Chromebooks, the Acer Chromebook Spin 13 and Acer Chromebook 13 have 
been designed to optimize a cloud worker’s performance–providing the speed, power and flexibility that they 
need to get more done, wherever they choose to work.

Legacy endpoints, which require a high degree of IT maintenance for 
provisioning and continued management,are not able to effectively support 
businesses as they migrate to the cloud nor empower cloud workers. 
Instead, organizations need endpoints that will: 

The Acer Chromebook 13 and Chromebook Spin 13 work as fast as you do.

Deliver secure and consistent 
access across mobile, SaaS and 
legacy apps

Fast boot and 
automatic updates

ML built into  
the workflow

Sync across devices 
and work offline

App access via Chrome 
Browser, Google Play and 
leading VDI solutions

Stylish all-aluminium design, with 
new 8th Gen Intel Core™ processors

Protect against ever-evolving 
threats, including phishing 
and malware

Give IT more control, freeing up 
resources from basic administration 
and manual patching

1Businesses @ Work, Okta, January 2017    
2Rethink Technology In The Age Of The Cloud Worker, A Forrester Consulting Thought Leadership Paper Commissioned By Google, May 2018



Chrome Enterprise license for your Chromebooks

The Chrome Enterprise license builds upon the speed, simplicity, and security that come standard with Chrome OS. Remotely 
manage, provision, deploy, and implement policies to the Acer Chromebook 13 and Chromebook Spin 13  across your enterprise, 
streamline arduous IT tasks, and enable users to be more productive—building incredible value for your business.

Terms of service
Chrome Enterprise license is subject to the Chrome Enterprise terms of service. Chrome OS only available with the purchase of a Chrome device and subject to the Chrome OS terms of service. 
Managed Google Play (out of beta) currently available on some devices & subject to Managed Google Play terms of service.
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Chrome device management 
with over 200+ policies

Flexible EMM & identity options

24/7 support

• User policies

• Device policies

• Fleet management

• Bulk printer configuration

• Access management

• Native integration with Microsoft Active Directory

• Leading third party EMM providers, including 
VMware Airwatch, Citrix XenMobile, Cisco Meraki, 
IBM MaaS360 and Manage Engine

• Enable Log in via SAML 2.0 supporting SSO 
solutions

App curation made simple with managed Google Play

Familiar:
1.2B users, 2MM+ applications

Secure:
Google Play Protect

Enterprise-ready: 
Enterprise-grade curation

Start your trial license today: 
g.co/chromeenterprisetrial

Get started with  
Chrome Enterprise license 

Priced at $50 per device, annually


